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Seeing Rosie M. Hill today, you might be surprised at her painful beginnings.
Now confidently carrying descriptors such as wife, mother, college graduate,
neurodiagnostic technologist, author, co-founder of the Fruit of Forgiveness
Ministry, and national speaker, Rosie once suffered under the weight of labels
such as abuse victim, high school dropout, unwed mother, and two-time
divorcee. So what led her from victim to victor? Rosie's personal memoir, The
Covering: A True Journey, describes her search for answers and reveals the
deep truths she discovered. Her journey may have begun with the question,
"Why me?" But it eventually expanded to include all of humanity-asking simply,
"Why?" Our enemy, she learned, is ignorance. We are all deceived; and while
some ignorance is personal, some is universal. Not content to find only the
personal answers for her own life, Rosie sought long and hard to find the
universal answers that offer life to everyone. So, where does this harmful
ignorance stem from? How does it affect us? How do we combat it? As a child,
Rosie suffered abuse. But what kept her in bondage was her ignorance-layers of
deceit that weighed her down and covered up the truth. We all suffer under the
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weight of these false coverings, and our freedom lies in discovering them and
removing them, one by one. The point is not to be uncovered, but to exchange
our false coverings with the one true covering given by God, a covering that
offers life rather than death. Whatever obstacles you face-abuse, discrimination,
loss, or low self-esteem-there is a way through them. By sharing her own story,
Rosie reveals the path we all can follow toward truth and a life lived with joy. Her
story inspires the courage to hope for change and step out in faith on our own
journey. Encouraged by a friend to write a book about her life story, Rosie
declares, "After all was said, done, and written down, the writing healed my
insides. That's what counts, right? What's on the inside? Mine is more than a
story of innocence lost and wisdom found. It's more than finding things aren't
always what they seem. It's living alongside what a child is told in spite of what
she knows. In this case, it's what's on the outside that counts most of all."
Shakespeare once wrote, "Tell the truth and shame the devil." But Rosie
discovered an even deeper wisdom: learn the truth and beat the devil. The
Covering shines a light on the God-guided path from victim to victor. Through
tenacity, I know that what happened to me was not accidental-was not
coincidental, but providential. I was born to tell the story.
The Canadian skaters who won the 2010 Olympic gold medal in ice dancing
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share their story, from their childhoods to world stardom, and discuss the behindthe-scenes reality of competitive skating.
"If someone were to ask Jasmine Santos to describe the last few years of her life
with a single word, it would definitely be a four-letter one. After seventeen
years--and countless broken bones and broken promises--she knows her window
to compete in figure skating is coming to a close. But when the offer of a lifetime
comes in from an arrogant idiot she's spent the last decade dreaming about
pushing in the way of a moving bus, Jasmine might have to reconsider
everything. Including Ivan Lukov"--Page 4 of cover.
‘Absolutely addictive and brilliant with an end I didn't see coming. This is one
book you have to read and it gets 5 huge stars from me!!!!’ Goodreads reviewer,
5 stars 'Are you my mummy?’ Tessa Markham returns home to find a child in her
kitchen. He thinks she’s his mother. But Tessa doesn’t have any children. Not
anymore. She doesn’t know who the little boy is or how he got there. After
contacting the police, Tessa is suspected of taking the mystery child. Her whole
life is turned upside down. And then her husband reveals a secret of his own…
Tessa isn’t sure what to believe or who to trust. Because someone is lying. To
find out who, she must confront her painful past. But is the truth more dangerous
than Tessa realises? An absolutely unputdownable psychological thriller with a
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twist that will make you wonder if you can ever trust anyone again. If you loved
Gone Girl, The Girl on the Train and The Sister this book will have you hooked.
What readers are saying about The Secret Mother: ‘Wow, wow, wow! What a
fantastic book! The book starts with a bang… from page one and believe me, it
doesn’t let up throughout the book and keeps you gripped until the very end!’
Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘Oh yes, yes, yes, yes this was my kind of read, I
really have taken this and added it to my top 10 this year, it’s a screaming from
the rooftops fantastic read, if you love a good thriller… if you love to stay up all
night reading because you simply can't switch your mind off from a book, this is it,
you found it, don't look any further… so fast paced it leaves your breathless. One
of the best psychological thrillers that I have read that has shocked me, left me
dribbling for me and wanting more from this author.’ Read Along With Sue, 5
stars ‘Wow, wow and wow! What a read! Gripping from start to end and a very
clever plot that keeps you guessing all the way. I loved this book ... didn’t want it
to finish.’ Nicki’s Book Blog, 5 stars ‘Utterly gripping to the last page and full of
twists and turns to keep the reader guessing. A fantastic thriller!' Sarah A. Denzil,
author of #1 bestseller Silent Child ‘Another five-star winner from this author…
Kept me gripped from the very first page… An absolute must read… Wish I could
have given it more than just 5 stars!’ Bookseller Review, 5 stars ‘I was on the
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edge of my seat… This has to be one of the most suspenseful books I have ever
read! I felt the hairs on the back of my neck go up and my heart raced a mile a
minute.’ Touch My Spine, 5 stars ‘An absolutely brilliant story, I was so hooked,
loved every minute of it, I couldn't put my kindle down as I needed to know the
ending, and what a brilliant ending it was!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow!
What a thrilling ride! Enough twists to keep me guessing until the very end, this
one took the idea of a curve-ball and brought it to a whole new level. The end
was incredible. I've read some fantastic psychological thrillers lately, but The
Secret Mother blew them all out of the water. Really, honestly, pick up this one.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘When a book captures you from the very first page
and doesn't let go to the very last, you read it in one sitting as you can't put it
down and then feel very satisfied when you have finished it then you know it is a
special book. This is one of those books! ... I totally recommend. 5 big shiny
stars.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Absolutely loved this amazing book! ... One
of the best psychological thrillers I have read!’ Renita D’Silva, 5 stars
Imagine: A fantasy world, but not one based on Medieval/Dark Ages European
culture and myth, but rather on the tropes of the Spaghetti Western and Chinese
Wuxia. Add steampunk elements. Mix well. A fantasy world that mixes the
inspirations of Django and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon... The Good, The
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Bad & The Ugly and House of Flying Daggers... Fistful of Dollars and Fist of
Legend. A fantasy world that's explored through a book series, a constantlyupdated website, a tabletop role-playing game, comics, artwork, webseries and
much, much, more. This is FAR WEST. Tales of the Far West is the first book in
Adamant Entertainment's Wuxia-Western mash-up, featuring a dozen all-new
tales written by critically-acclaimed and award-winning fantasy, science-fiction,
horror and adventure authors, including: "He Built The Wall To Knock It Down" by
Scott Lynch: A master teaches an unforgettable lesson in the pursuit of
excellence in all things. "In Stillness, Music" by Aaron Rosenberg: A wandering
musician is all that stands between a village and a cattle baron. "Riding The
Thunderbird" by Chuck Wendig: A herd of giant, flightless birds, a young girl, and
a sudden lesson. "Purity of Purpose" by Gareth-Michael Skarka: Who seeks the
secret of the Unsurpassed Weapons? "Paper Lotus" by Tessa Gratton: A strange
girl tasks a wounded man to deliver a crucial message. "In the Name of the
Empire" by Eddy Webb: A sheriff is charged with the murder of an Imperial
Magistrate. "Errant Eagles" by Will Hindmarch: A gunslinger faces the
consequences of his past. "Railroad Spikes" by Ari Marmell: A bandit finds that
he's robbed the wrong train. "The Fury Pact" by Matt Forbeck: An inventor's son
faces the responsibility of his name. "Seven Holes" by T.S. Luikart: An apprentice
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learns the true nature of demons. "Local Legend" by Jason L. Blair: Red Phoenix
was dead, and the bounty hunter tells the tale. "Crippled Avengers" by Dave
Gross: A band of fighters seek to take revenge on the steam baron who crippled
them.
Through a series of adventures, a poor but doughty Scottish crusader known as
Sir Kenneth proves his honor and discovers his destiny in Sir Walter Scott's tale
of chivalry, violence, virtue, romance, and deceit.
A pulse-pounding thrill ride, where a teen girl must participate in a breathtaking
race to save her brother's life--and her own. Time is slipping away. . . . Tella
Holloway is losing it. Her brother is sick, and when a dozen doctors can't
determine what's wrong, her parents decide to move to the middle of nowhere for
the fresh air. She's lost her friends, her parents are driving her crazy, her brother
is dying--and she's helpless to change anything. Until she receives mysterious
instructions on how to become a Contender in the Brimstone Bleed. It's an epic
race across jungle, desert, ocean, and mountain that could win her the prize she
desperately desires: the Cure for her brother's illness. But all the Contenders are
after the Cure for people they love, and there's no guarantee that Tella (or any of
them) will survive the race. The jungle is terrifying, the clock is ticking, and Tella
knows she can't trust the allies she makes. And one big question emerges: Why
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have so many fallen sick in the first place? Victoria Scott's breathtaking novel
grabs readers by the throat and doesn't let go.
“Please Mommy, can Tessa and I go play on the swing by the creek?” the little
girl begs, pushing a blonde curl from her eyes. “We’ll stay together, and we
promise to be safe.” Hours later, their mother waits anxiously for her darling girls
to arrive home with a list of reasons why they are late. But the front door never
opens… When the bodies of eleven and twelve-year-old sisters, Tessa and
Megan, are found at the bottom of a ravine—dressed in matching pastel summer
outfits, their small bodies broken from the fall—Detective Katie Scott is called to
one of the most shocking and heartbreaking crime scenes of her career.
Carefully picking through the fragile remains, Katie makes the first of many
disturbing discoveries: the girls were not biological sisters. The youngest, Megan,
is a DNA match to a kidnapping case years before. The tiny number burnt into
her skin the mark of a terrifying killer intent on keeping count of his collection. Her
PTSD from the army triggered, Katie is left reeling as she maps other missing
children in the local area. Has this twisted soul found a way to stay nearby his
victims? Could he be watching now as Katie hits one dead end after another? A
wild storm building, matching a fiber found during the autopsy to a nearby
boatyard is the break Katie needs. But when another girl goes missing, just as
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lightning strikes and the power goes out, Katie only has her instincts, her team
and her service dog to rely on. As time runs out for Katie to finds the stolen child
alive, who will become the next number on this monster’s deadly list? Fans of
Lisa Regan, Rachel Caine and Melinda Leigh, you better buckle-up for the ride of
your life! BEWARE – this gripping crime thriller is guaranteed to keep you up all
night! Readers love The Fragile Ones: ‘Wow!!!... a page-turning, nail-biting crime
thriller!!... absolutely fantastic… had me completely hooked… filled with nail-biting
suspense… keeps you on edge.’ Bookworm86, 5 stars ‘Excellent… nail-biting…
had me enthralled from page one… gripped through each twist and turn… jawdropping and totally unexpected… brilliant.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘Superb…
immediately had me hooked… had me glued to the pages and I didn't want to put
it down… A spellbinding, highly recommended read. Brianne’s Book Reviews, 5
stars ‘My heart was in my throat the whole time … A pulse-pounding crime thriller
that is tightly-plotted and brilliantly paced… will keep readers glued to the pages…
top-notch page-turner…’ Bookish Jottings, 4 stars ‘THERE WAS NO WAY I WAS
PUTTING THIS BOOK DOWN!!!!!… I was literally holding my breath… I HAD TO
KNOW!!!!! As for the explosive ending? WOW definitely not what or who I was
expecting.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
The long-awaited memoir by Canada’s most celebrated Olympian and advocate
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for mental health. From one of Canada’s most decorated Olympians comes a
raw but life-affirming story of one woman’s struggle with depression. In 2006,
when Clara Hughes stepped onto the Olympic podium in Torino, Italy, she
became the first and only athlete ever to win multiple medals in both Summer
and Winter Games. Four years later, she was proud to carry the Canadian flag at
the head of the Canadian team as they participated in the opening ceremony of
the Vancouver Olympic Winter Games. But there’s another story behind her
celebrated career as an athlete, behind her signature billboard smile. While most
professional athletes devote their entire lives to training, Clara spent her teenage
years using drugs and drinking to escape the stifling home life her alcoholic
father had created in Elmwood, Winnipeg. She was headed nowhere fast when,
at sixteen, she watched transfixed in her living room as gold medal speed skater
Gaétan Boucher effortlessly raced in the 1988 Calgary Olympics. Dreaming of
one day competing herself, Clara channeled her anger, frustration, and raw
ambition into the endurance sports of speed skating and cycling. By 2010, she
had become a six-time Olympic medalist. But after more than a decade in the
gruelling world of professional sports that stripped away her confidence and
bruised her body, Clara began to realize that her physical extremes, her
emotional setbacks, and her partying habits were masking a severe depression.
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After winning bronze in the last speed skating race of her career, she decided to
retire from that sport, determined to repair herself. She has emerged as one of
our most committed humanitarians, advocating for a variety of social causes both
in Canada and around the world. In 2010, she became national spokesperson for
Bell Canada’s Let’s Talk campaign in support of mental health awareness,
using her Olympic standing to share the positive message of the power of
forgiveness. Told with honesty and passion, Open Heart, Open Mind is Clara’s
personal journey through physical and mental pain to a life where love and
understanding can thrive. This revelatory and inspiring story will touch the hearts
of all Canadians.
Scott Sebastian is a liar. Fitting, since I'm a liar too. Yet there's no place for me in
his glittering world of half-truths. With all our secrets in the open, I should stop
trying. What I've learned should send me running far away. I can't keep pining for
a man in love if I'm not the woman he's in love with. But it's not that easy to
escape the Sebastians. I already knew they owned this city. Now I'll find out if
they also own their son.
As seen on W Network Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir dazzled the world when they
became the first Canadians -- and first North Americans -- to win an Olympic gold
medal in ice dancing in 2010. Now, for the first time ever, they share their
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incredible and inspiring story with the world. Tessa and Scott: Our Journey from
Childhood Dream to Gold tracks the pair's first meeting at the ages of seven and
nine; their early competitions at the World Junior Championship and World
Championships; and their incredible history-making, gold-medal performance at
the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver, which established them as icons of the
sport. Lavishly illustrated with never-before-published personal photographs and
memorabilia collected over the course of their lives, this book is as much a
spectacular visual history as it is a behind-the-scenes look at the ascent of two of
Canada's premier athletes. This is a must-have for fans and collectors alike.
On the cusp of her first London season, Miss Madeline Gracechurch was shy,
pretty, and talented with a drawing pencil, but hopelessly awkward with
gentlemen. She was certain to be a dismal failure on the London marriage mart.
So Maddie did what generations of shy, awkward young ladies have done: she
invented a sweetheart. A Scottish sweetheart. One who was handsome and
honorable and devoted to her, but conveniently never around. Maddie poured her
heart into writing the imaginary Captain MacKenzie letter after letter . . . and by
pretending to be devastated when he was (not really) killed in battle, she
managed to avoid the pressures of London society entirely. Until years later,
when this kilted Highland lover of her imaginings shows up in the flesh. The real
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Captain Logan MacKenzie arrives on her doorstep—handsome as anything, but
not entirely honorable. He's wounded, jaded, in possession of her letters . . . and
ready to make good on every promise Maddie never expected to keep.
Describes the hardships and challenges Shannon Miller overcame to become an
Olympic gold medalist
The dazzling smile, the signature haircut, the staple spin. "America's Sweetheart"
Dorothy Hamill grew up on the ice, working toward the dream she was to
accomplish by age nineteen: winning Olympic gold in figure skating. But life was
not the picture of perfection it appeared to be. Dorothy faced a painful inner
struggle from the time she was a young girl that followed her into
adulthood--though she would not know about the depression that ran in her
family until much later in life. Weeks and months away from home to train and
compete took a difficult toll, yet little reprieve could be found in the tumultuous
and fragile relationship she had with her parents. Dorothy went on to marry the
man of her dreams, only to have the partnership end in heartache and a tragedy
that almost pushed her to her breaking point. Then, just when a light at the end of
the tunnel finally began to appear, a second failed marriage tried and tested
Dorothy's trust and strength yet again--a travesty that could have led her to give
up. But, she found a remarkable strength in what she did have--her greatest love,
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her daughter Alexandra. "Thank goodness, I had my skating. There was certainly
a pattern to my life. When times were tough, I went skating. It was only while I
was out on the ice, enjoying the freedom of movement and my love of music, that
I was able to escape from my bottomless heartache." In her deeply moving and
honest memoir, Dorothy opens up for the first time about love, family, courage,
and what it means to truly win both on and off the ice.
The executive director of the Professional Skaters Association (PSA) provides
proven technique instruction for more than 100 skills, presenting them
progressively from beginning to advanced levels of expertise. 170 photos.
The Olympic gold medalist offers a poignant, loving account of her life with her
long-time partner and beloved husband, Sergei Grinkov, from their first
introduction and successive world pairs skating championships, to their storybook
romance and marriage, to the fatal heart attack that took Sergei's life.
Figure skating icon and U.S. National Champion Karen Chen tells the amazing story of
her rise to the top, featuring never-before-seen photos and behind-the-scenes details
from her journey on and off the ice! At seventeen years old, Karen Chen has already
achieved what some girls only dream of—and yet it’s only the beginning for this
incredibly talented athlete. The daughter of Taiwanese immigrants, Karen began to
figure skate at just five years old. Ten years and many grueling training sessions later,
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she broke out at the 2015 US Championships with a bronze medal. This was after
sustaining a nearly career-ending ankle fracture a year earlier. In 2017, Karen became
the US National Champion, winning gold in two programs and receiving the highest
score ever recorded for the short program at the US National level. Now for the first
time, Karen shares the story of how she got where she is today—and where she’s going
next. Karen has already overcome astounding obstacles, and her grit, determination,
and positive attitude have made her future truly limitless. In Finding the Edge, she
shares, in her own words, what it’s like to be Karen Chen—and what it takes to achieve
the impossible. Features a foreword from Kristi Yamaguchi, the Olympic champion, twotime World champion, and U.S. champion.
The inspiration behind the major motion picture After We Collided! From New York
Times bestselling author and Wattpad sensation Anna Todd, “the biggest literary
phenom of her generation” (Cosmopolitan), comes the sequel to the internet’s most
talked-about book—now with new exclusive material! Tessa has everything to lose.
Hardin has nothing to lose...except her. AFTER WE COLLIDED...Life will never be the
same. After a tumultuous beginning to their relationship, Tessa and Hardin were on the
path to making things work. She knew he could be cruel, but when a bombshell
revelation is dropped about the origins of their relationship—and Hardin’s mysterious
past—Tessa is beside herself. Hardin will always be...Hardin. But is he really the deep,
thoughtful guy Tessa fell madly in love with despite his angry exterior, or has he been a
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stranger all along? She wishes she could walk away. It’s just not that easy. Not with
the memory of passionate nights spent in his arms. His electric touch. His hungry
kisses. Still, Tessa’s not sure she can endure one more broken promise. She put so
much on hold for Hardin—school, friends, her mom, a relationship with a guy who really
loved her, and now possibly even a promising new career. She needs to move forward
with her life. Hardin knows he made a mistake, possibly the biggest one of his life. He’s
not going down without a fight. But can he change? Will he change...for love?
Some 40 years ago, Pacific anthropology was dominated by debates about ‘women’s
wealth’. These exchanges were generated by Annette Weiner’s (1976) critical
reappraisal of Bronis?aw Malinowski’s classic work on the Trobriand Islands, and her
observations that women’s production of ‘wealth’ (banana leaf bundles and skirts) for
elaborate transactions in mortuary rituals occupied a central role in Trobriand
matrilineal cosmology and social organisation. This volume brings the debates about
women’s wealth back to the fore by critically revisiting and engaging with ideas about
gender and materiality, value, relationality and the social life and agency of things. The
chapters, interspersed by three poems, evoke the sinuous materiality of the different
objects made by women across the Pacific, and the intimate relationship between these
objects of value and sensuous, gendered bodies. In the Epilogue, Professor Margaret
Jolly observes how the volume also ‘trace[s] a more abstract sinuosity in the
movement of these things through time and place, as they coil through different
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regimes of value … The eight chapters … trace winding paths across the contemporary
Pacific, from the Trobriands in Milne Bay, to Maisin, Wanigela and Korafe in Oro
Province, Papua New Guinea, through the islands of Tonga to diasporic Tongan and
Cook Islander communities in New Zealand’. This comparative perspective elucidates
how women’s wealth is defined, valued and contested in current exchanges, brideprice debates, church settings, development projects and the challenges of living in
diaspora. Importantly, this reveals how women themselves preserve the different values
and meanings in gift-giving and exchanges, despite processes of commodification that
have resulted in the decline or replacement of ‘women’s wealth’.
Chad and Elizabeth met up to discuss book projects and then got kidnapped by a
couple of men! They want weird videos and won't stop until they do! More victims come
into play and then bad things start to happen! All the while, one of the kidnappers starts
to express some feelings for Elizabeth, so she takes advantage of the feelings and
plays along. After spending time with the captor though, Elizabeth starts to feel
unexpected feelings back for him. Will she fall in love with her captor or will she and
Chad escape out of their misery?
In this sparkling new novel, acclaimed author Therese Beharrie delivers a delightfully
magical romantic comedy about a woman literally living her dreams—and conjuring a
real-life hero . . . One unexpected kiss . . . Successful romance author Gaia Anders has
a secret: anything she dreams at night is magically written into her bestselling novels.
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After a lonely childhood in foster care, her dream life is the only one she trusts. Gaia’s
waking life just can’t compare—until she gets caught in one utterly surprising, crazypassionate, real-life kiss . . . One near-perfect guy . . . Workaholic businessman Jacob
Scott has had a crush on his brother’s best friend, Gaia, since forever—but he never
expected to literally share her dreams. Living out their magical nighttime fantasies is
explosive, but it’s their waking desire turning his single-minded ways upside down. It’s
making him want a future he didn’t think was possible . . . One dream that could come
true . . . But Gaia has secrets from her past she won't reveal. And Jacob's attempts to
keep the peace in his own fractured family puts him up against her deepest fears.
Soon, they’re facing hard truths about who they are and what they’re running from.
And the only way to break this curse is realizing true love's real-life power . . .
The heartfelt and hilarious story of beloved Canadian comedian Mark Critch's journey
from Newfoundland to the national stage--and back home again. One of Mark Critch's
earliest acting gigs was in a Newfoundland tourist production alongside a cast of
displaced fishery workers. Since, he's found increasing opportunities to take his show
on the road. In An Embarrassment of Critch's, the star of CBC's This Hour Has 22
Minutes revisits some of his career's--and the country's--biggest moments, revealing all
the things you might not know happened along the way: A wishful rumour spread by
Mark's father results in his big break; two bottles of Scotch nearly get him kicked out of
a secret Canadian airbase in the United Arab Emirates; and for anyone wondering how
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to get an interview with the Prime Minister and Bono (yes, that Bono) on the same
evening, Critch might recommend a journey to the 2003 Liberal Convention. Critch's topsecret access to all of the funniest behind-the-scenes moments involve many of the
charismatic and notorious politicians we love to see blush, including fearless leaders
Justin Trudeau, Stephen Harper, Paul Martin, and Jean Chrétien, celebrities such as
Pamela Anderson and Robin Williams, and other colourful figures he's met over years
of pulling off daring skits at home and abroad. Remember when MP Carolyn Parrish
took her boot to George W. Bush Jr.'s head in an interview? Or when Critch asked
Justin Trudeau where the best place to smoke pot on Parliament Hill was before pulling
out a joint for them to share? There's more to each of those stories than you know.
Though Critch has spent years crisscrossing the country--and the globe--with the
explicit aim of causing trouble everywhere he goes, like the best journeys, this one
takes him right back home.
Chronicles a season on the skating circuit, intimately portraying the lives of such figures
as Peggy Fleming, Scott Hamilton, Nancy Kerrigan, and Oksana Baiul, and identifying
their ambitions and challenges. Reprint.
A funny and fact-filled guide to every Olympic sport!
When rescue looks like a whole lot of trouble . . . The road trip was definitely a bad idea.
Having already flambéed her culinary career beyond recognition, Rita Clarkson is now
stranded in God-Knows-Where, New Mexico, with a busted-ass car and her three
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temperamental siblings, who she hasn't seen in years. When rescue shows up---six-feet-plus
of hot, charming sex on a motorcycle---Rita's pretty certain she's gone from the frying pan right
into the fire . . . Jasper Ellis has a bad boy reputation in this town, and he loathes it. The
moment he sees Rita, though, Jasper knows he's about to be sorely tempted. There's
something real between them. Something raw. And Jasper has only a few days to show Rita
that he isn't just for tonight---he's forever. The Romancing the Clarksons series Book 1 - Too
Hot to Handle (Rita and Jasper) Book 2 - Too Wild to Tame (Aaron and Grace) Book 3 - Too
Hard to Forget (Peggy and Elliott) Book 4 - Too Beautiful to Break (Belmont and Sage)
The perfect pairing for anyone with a literary thirst! From Jane Austen's little-known fondness
for wine to Hemingway's beloved mojitos, literature and libations go hand in hand. Cocktails for
Book Lovers blends these in a delectable book that will delight both readers and cocktail
enthusiasts alike. This irresistible collection features 50 original and classic cocktail recipes
based on works of famous authors and popular drinks of their eras, including Orange
Champagne Punch, Salted Caramel and Bourbon Milkshakes, and even Zombie Cola. So dip
in, pick your favorite author or book, and take a sip—or start at the beginning and work your way
through. Cheers! Cocktails inspired by your favorite authors: • Charlotte Bronte • Dani Shapiro
• Dorothy Parker • Ernest Hemingway • F. Scott Fitzgerald • Flannery O'Connor • Jhumpa
Lahiri • Junot Diaz • Virginia Woolf • Wally Lamb • And 40 more!
Clever Girl is an indelible story of one woman’s life, unfolded in a series of beautifully sculpted
episodes that illuminate an era, moving from the 1960s to today, from one of Britain’s leading
literary lights—Tessa Hadley—the author of the New York Times Notable Books Married Love
and The London Train. Like Alice Munro and Colm Tóibin, Tessa Hadley brilliantly captures the
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beauty, innocence, and irony of ordinary lives—an ability to transform the mundane into the
sublime that elevates domestic fiction to literary art. Written with the celebrated precision,
intensity, and complexity that have marked her previous works, Clever Girl is a powerful
exploration of family relationships and class in modern life, witnessed through the experiences
of an English woman named Stella. Unfolding in a series of snapshots, Tessa Hadley’s
moving novel follows Stella from the shallows of childhood, growing up with a single mother in
a Bristol bedsit in the 1960s, into the murky waters of middle age. Clever Girl is a story vivid in
its immediacy and rich in drama—violent deaths, failed affairs, broken dreams, missed chances.
Yet it is Hadley’s observations of everyday life, her keen skill at capturing the ways men and
women think and feel and relate to one another, that dazzles.
What if society looked at addiction without judgement? Unstitched shares the powerful story of
one librarian’s quest to understand the impact of addiction fed by stigma and inevitable
secrecy. The opioid epidemic has hit people in communities large and small and across all
socio-economic classes. What should each of us know about it, and do about it? Unstitched
moves readers from feelings of helplessness and blame into empathy, ultimately helping
friends, family, and community members separate the disease of addiction from the person
underneath. A stranger, rumored to be a heroin addict, repeatedly breaks into the small-town
library Brett Ann Stanciu runs. After she tries to get law enforcement to take meaningful action
against him—elementary school children and young parents with babies frequent the place after
all—he dies by suicide. When she realizes how little she knows about opioid misuse, she sets
out on a mission, seeking insight from others, such as people in recovery, treatment providers,
the town police chief, and Vermont's US attorney. Stanciu’s journey leads to compassionate
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generosity, renewed faith, and ultimately a measure of personal redemption as she realizes
she has a role to play in helping the people of her community stitch themselves back together.
Soon to be a major motion picture! Book 3 of the After series—newly revised and expanded,
Anna Todd's After fanfiction racked up 1 billion reads online and captivated readers across the
globe. Experience the internet's most talked-about book for yourself from the writer
Cosmopolitan called “the biggest literary phenomenon of her generation.” Tessa and Hardin’s
love was complicated before. Now it’s more confusing than ever. AFTER WE FELL...Life will
never be the same. #HESSA Just as Tessa makes the biggest decision of her life, everything
changes. Revelations about first her family, and then Hardin’s, throw everything they knew
before in doubt and makes their hard-won future together more difficult to claim. Tessa’s life
begins to come unglued. Nothing is what she thought it was. Not her friends. Not her family.
The one person she should be able to rely on, Hardin, is furious when he discovers the
massive secret she’s been keeping. And rather than being understanding, he turns to
sabotage. Tessa knows Hardin loves her and will do anything to protect her, but there’s a
difference between loving someone and being able to have them in your life. This cycle of
jealousy, unpredictable anger, and forgiveness is exhausting. She’s never felt so intensely for
anyone, so exhilarated by someone’s kiss—but is the irrepressible heat between her and
Hardin worth all the drama? Love used to be enough to hold them together. But if Tessa
follows her heart now, will it be...the end?
From New York Times bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer comes a blockbuster fantasy series
perfect for fans of Holly Black and Victoria Aveyard, about a kingdom divided by corruption, the
prince desperately holding it together, and the girl who will risk everything to bring it crashing
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down. Apothecary apprentice Tessa Cade is tired of seeing her people die. King Harristan and
his cruel brother, Prince Corrick, ignore the suffering of their people and react mercilessly to
any sign of rebellion, even as a sickness ravages the land. That's why she and her best friend
Wes risk their lives each night to steal the petals of the delicate Moonflower, the only known
cure. But it's not enough to keep everyone she loves safe-or alive. When Prince Corrick
commits an act of unspeakable cruelty, Tessa becomes desperate enough to try the
impossible: sneaking into the palace. But what she finds there makes her wonder if it's even
possible to fix their world without destroying it first. Brigid Kemmerer's captivating new series is
about those with power and those without . . . and what happens when someone is brave
enough to imagine a new future.
The romance between Tessa and Harry continues as forces try to tear them apart. By the
author of After Ever Happy and After We Fell. Original.
One of Oprah Magazine's 21 Romance Novels That Are Set to Be the Best of 2020 + Marie
Claire's Best New Books of 2020 New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey returns with
a unique, sexy romantic comedy about a young married couple whose rocky relationship
needs a serious renovation... Rosie and Dominic Vega are the perfect couple: high school
sweethearts, best friends, madly in love. Well, they used to be anyway. Now Rosie’s lucky to
get a caveman grunt from the ex-soldier every time she walks in the door. Dom is faithful and a
great provider, but the man she fell in love with ten years ago is nowhere to be found. When
her girlfriends encourage Rosie to demand more out of life and pursue her dream of opening a
restaurant, she decides to demand more out of love, too. Three words: marriage boot camp.
Never in a million years did Rosie believe her stoic, too-manly-to-emote husband would
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actually agree to relationship rehab with a weed-smoking hippie. Dom talking about feelings?
Sitting on pillows? Communing with nature? Learning love languages? Nope. But to her
surprise, he’s all in, and it forces her to admit her own role in their cracked foundation. As they
complete one ridiculous—yet surprisingly helpful—assignment after another, their remodeled
relationship gets stronger than ever. Except just as they’re getting back on track, Rosie
discovers Dom has a secret... and it could demolish everything. “Her voice feels as fresh and
contemporary as a Netflix rom-com.” —Entertainment Weekly

Tessa and ScottOur Journey from Childhood Dream to GoldHouse of Anansi
A love of a lifetime . . . Leaving Belmont Clarkson is the hardest thing Sage Alexander
has ever done. From the moment they met, she knew Belmont was the one, and getting
up close and personal with him on his family's epic road trip has taken her desire to a
new, even hotter level. But there's no way she can go there---not without revealing
secrets that could devastate them both. Losing Sage is not an option. Belmont's heart
is hers, has always been hers. He knows she's hiding something from him, but nothing
will stand in his way of telling her just how much she means to him. Finding her is
easy---saving her from her past could cost him everything. *** The Romancing the
Clarksons series Book 1 - Too Hot to Handle (Rita and Jasper) Book 2 - Too Wild to
Tame (Aaron and Grace) Book 3 - Too Hard to Forget (Peggy and Elliott) Book 4 - Too
Beautiful to Break (Belmont and Sage)
Carol Tyler has been a professional (and highly acclaimed) cartoonist for over 20 years,
appearing in such venues as Weirdo, Wimmen's Comix, and Drawn & Quarterly
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magazine. But over the years her status as a working mother has drastically curtailed
her ability to set aside time for her cartooning. Thus each rare new story from her pen
has been greeted with hurrahsas well they should be, because she's one of the most
skillful, caustic, and emphatic cartoon storytellers of her generation. This new book
presents the biggest, richest and most delightful collection of Tyler's work to date
featuring many new and previously unpublished works. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 13.9px Arial; color: #424242}
Landon Gibson as he leaves Washington to navigate love and life in New York City.
Finnish figure skater Kiira Korpi's career included triumphal championships and bitter
disappointments. Trained from early childhood in a sport that demands
uncompromising self-discipline and unrelenting work, her "fight until you make it"
attitude brought her success and fame--and an insidious performance anxiety. Mental
and physical burnout forced her retirement in 2015. With interviews and quotes from
family, friends, coaches and competitors, Korpi's candid memoir describes the making
and eventual undoing of a champion, reveals a darker side to the "ice princess" image
of women's figure skating and advocates a more holistic, athlete-centered model of
training.
For the many readers who love The Fault in Our Stars, this is the story of a girl who is
determined to live, love, and to write her own ending before her time is finally up. Tessa
has just months to live. Fighting back against hospital visits, endless tests, and drugs
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with excruciating side effects, Tessa compiles a list. It’s her To Do Before I Die list. And
number one is Sex. Released from the constraints of “normal” life, Tessa tastes new
experiences to make her feel alive while her failing body struggles to keep up. Tessa’s
feelings, her relationships with her father and brother, her estranged mother, her best
friend, and her new boyfriend, are all painfully crystallized in the precious weeks before
Tessa’s time runs out. A Publishers Weekly Best Children’s Book of the Year A
Booklist Editors’ Choice A Book Sense Children’s Pick A Kirkus Reviews Editors’
Choice A Publishers Weekly Flying Start Author An ALA-YALSA Top Ten Best Book for
Young Adults The newly released feature film Now Is Good, starring Dakota Fanning, is
based on Jenny Downham's intensely moving novel.
Tessa and Scott share their incredible and inspiring story — now updated and expanded
with a new introduction, over 100 dazzling new photographs, and three all-new
chapters covering the pair’s stunning performances at the Sochi and PyeongChang
Olympic Games and beyond. Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir are the most decorated
figure skaters in the history of the sport, and are widely celebrated by peers and fans
alike for their superior athleticism, one-of-a-kind partnership, and generosity of spirit. In
these pages, they share their incredible story with the world. Tessa and Scott: Our
Journey from Childhood Dream to Gold offers an intimate and revealing behind-thescenes look at the iconic duo. Veteran sports columnist Steve Milton draws from hours
of conversations with Tessa and Scott as they take us from their first meeting in 1995 to
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their impressive debut and rapid rise on the international scene; from the highs and
lows of competitive skating to the profound impact of Tessa’s injury and subsequent
recovery; and from their unprecedented Olympic achievements in Vancouver in 2010
and Sochi in 2014, through to their exhilarating triumph in Pyeongchang in 2018, when
their performance capture hearts the world over and catapulted them into unparalleled
international acclaim. Lavishly illustrated with over 100 new photos, this updated and
expanded edition is filled with personal stories and recollections from Tessa, Scott, and
those close to them — including family members, friends, and coaches past and present.
Tessa and Scott is as much a spectacular visual history as it is a celebration of two of
the world’s premier athletes.
Not since Richard Wright's Native Son has the education of a young man been
rendered as daringly, defiantly, and emotionally galvanizingly as in Murad Kalam's
Night Journey. Night Journey is the story of Eddie Bloodpath, beautiful, oversized,
awkward child of South Phoenix's Third Ward. Hefty and handsome, quiet and strong
like his long-lost father, Eddie is the good son, seemingly immune to the powerful pull of
the streets. His older brother, Turtle -- a frail, stuttering, grammar school dropout who
was born to hustle -- isn't convinced that Eddie will stay out of trouble. Acting on
instinct, Turtle plucks Eddie from the brink of the urban abyss and delivers him to the
boxing gym. A perpetual innocent and reluctant pugilist, Eddie is adopted by a rogues'
gallery of melancholy prizefighters, artful hustlers, strung-out mystics, pubescent crack
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lords, and drunken burnouts. He falls in love with Tessa, a hauntingly beautiful
prostitute with whom he shares an unspeakable secret. Waiting in the wings is
Marchalina, Eddie's high school crush, a privileged, bookish, North Phoenix girl who
could save him from his worst instincts. When a senseless murder and its aftermath
send Eddie running from the sun-washed landscape of the American Southwest, he
tries to fight his way to safety -- first in Chicago, at the national amateur competition,
and then in the surreal underworld of Las Vegas professional boxing. Rushing pell-mell
toward manhood, Eddie must discover where his true allegiances lie. An American
odyssey, Night Journey is a first novel equally remarkable for its raw power and wise
empathy, borne up by Murad Kalam's unshakable belief in the ultimate grace of
humanity.
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